We show how Witten's non-commutative geometry may be extended Lo describe the closed bosonic string. An ezplicit representation of the # and * product for closed strings is provided.
The possibility that string theories may provide us with a consistent unification of the forces makes it imperative that we understand the geometrical underpinnings of string field theories. Recently, Witten (I) has put forth the idea that string geometry may best be understood by use of the algebraic structure contained in the BRST quantization of string fields c2) to construct a model of a non-commutative geometry (3) . Similar notions have also been considered by the Kyoto groupt4).
The idea of ref.(l) (henceforth known as I) has great intuitive appeal in the open bosonic string case but seems to need the introduction of the notion of a nonassociative geometry in the closed string case. The Kyoto group is able to deal with closed strings with their modified geometry and Lykken and Raby15) have made attempts to amend the axioms in I to deal with this problem (although they must postulate the existence of objects that may,in fact, not exist!).
Our purpose in this Letter is to show how the ideas in I can be extended in a natural way and then to use these extensions #to solve some of the problems associated with closed strings in this formalism.
Let us first review the main ideas in I, restricting our discussion to oriented bosonic strings throughout. If Q is the BRST charge operator on string fields, then our object is to construct an associative product * on string fields which will give rise to a graded, associative algebra B on which Q acts as a derivation:
Q(A * B) = Q(A) * B + (-)AA * Q(B).
Here A and B are string fields and (-) A is the grading of -4. One may think of A and B as "differential l-forms", Q as an "exterior derivative", and * as a "wedge product" (this only works if Q* = 0, which is true in the critical dimension). Furthermore, in order to construct an action, we will need an integral operator, which we call J, which is linear and also satisfies /A*B = (-)ABjB*A, (2) .f Q(A) = 0
Eq.(3) is the statement of BRST invariance of the theory.
With these notions in hand, we may define a generalized gauge invariance: 6A = Q(t)+A*e-c*A,
1 where t is the gauge parameter.
We may also define a field strength F that is gauge covariant under (4):
Witten finds that the only non-trivial, gauge invariant actions for A are the Chern- Having decided on what * and J should do, we must find a concrete realization of these operations. Let X'(o,r) and 4(o,r) be the string coordinates and the bosonized conformal ghosts respectively. The action is given by
where the integrals are over the world-sheet and the 3iRC, accounts for the conformal anomaly (R is the world-sheets' scalar curvature).
We are now ready to construct an integral for closeil strings(though the theory that arises from it is not consistent without modifications). The first step is to choose a surface together with a metric on it that is flat near its boundary. For now, we also demand that the boundary components meet at right angles. Witten chooses a hemisphere H. We then define b/, How is * defined? As before we pick a surface over which we impose b.c.'s on the paths contributing to the path integral. Following I, we pick a hexagon on whose boundary components we specify open string states which we label A, GI, B, Gz, F, G3. Our modifications of * and $ will not affect the bilocality of closed string fields, but will be able to modify the ghost numbers of * and J. The crucial point is that these operations depend explicitly on the surfaces we choose for their definitions.
Let us first show how g(f) depends on the integrated curvature of the defining surfaces. Consider the anomalous conservation law for the ghost current K" E $"'$J Let S be an arbitrary surface and perform the following path integral:
(10)
After an integration by parts, the first term results in the component of K" normal to 8s integrated over 8s. This then changes the b:c.'s of the path integral to those specified by -ig(Q)Q.
The last term changes the b.c.'s to those given by (g Js R)Q. First, we can add h handles to the surfaces discussed above. This will change g(J) by 3h (y) in the case of a hemisphere (quarter-sphere).
We may also add b boundaries (i.e. holes) to the hemisphere which changes g(J) by F.
We may also relax the condition that the surface S be embedded with zero extrinsic curvature if we modify the conformal anomaly appropriately. This changes the ghost number of j to where n is the eztrinsic curvature and the relative normalization is determined by computing ghost zero modes on a surface with boundary, such as a disk(").
Does this notion of integration
correspond to what we want? To see that it does, let's replace the modified hemisphere by a flat surface having two points at which the curvature is singular (fig 5) . In the limit that the size 6 of the flaps approaches zero, we are left with the intuitive picture of closed string integration discussed earlier. Furthermore, we are now able to compute what the ghost insertions should be in order to preserve BRST invariance. If we take the curvature singularity points to be -t and ; then we must insert:
with X1 + AZ = g(f). We will now show that these insertions suffice in order for the theory to be BRST invariant for appropriate choices of g(J).
To show that $Q(%J) = 0 for any closed string state \k, we write out $* &s a path integral:
We may now simplify our task considerably if we note the following facts. odd integer. Since Xi + As = g(f), this implies that g(J) must also be odd. These insertions also insure that f QL, QR(\~) vanish.
We now turn to the modification of *, treating the open string case first. In this case, we use the same hexagon as before but now attach handles and boundaries to its interior, modifying its ghost number as for g(f). We may also allow the boundary components to have non-zero extrinsic curvature. The ghost number g(t) then becomes an arbitrary parameter. 
where F is the fermionic antighost, and modify the gauge transformation law appropriately(") we find that g(j) = -3, g(*) = +3 IS re q uired so that the cubic interaction term have non-zero integral. Again we note that g(J) is odd in this case. In this case we need only consider surfaces with no extrinsic curvature (in fact, the hemisphere 6 described earlier can be used to construct $'), while this was not the case for the previous case above.
For completeness, we write out the cubic interaction term out explicitly: 
